
Chair Weight: 196 lbs. (89kg)

Maximum Capacity Load:   
440 lbs. (200kg)

Adjustable Height:
24” (62cm) to 36” (92cm)

Chair Dimensions:
74” × 24” × 34”

(190 × 62 × 86cm)

Trendelenburg: 25°

Backrest: 75°

Leg rest: 65°

Voltage:
110 and 220 V cc

Milano T50
Power Procedure Chair

2601 Stanley Gault Pkwy, Suite 101
Louisville, KY 40223 USA • 800-979-6142 www.avantehs.com

The Avante Milano T50 is a fully electric, multi-function chair that 
compares with popular brands in terms of style and functionality, 
at a fraction of the cost. With four actuators to adjust height, 
backrest, leg rest and Trendelenburg positioning, clinicians 
are ensured a clear path to the patient. The chair’s low height 
capabilities give the patient easy access in and out of the chair.

The padded, anatomically-configured mattress foam and 
adjustable or changeable headrest make the Milano T50 Power 
Procedure Chair naturally adaptable to a variety of lengthy  
office-based procedures. It also comes standard with hand 
and foot controls with smart return, allowing clinicians to easily 
maneuver the chair into a neutral starting position.

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS
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Fully electric, multi-function
power procedure chair

 bAdjustable and removable headrest.

 bSeat and back rails fit a variety of 
medical accessories.

 bFully electric operation with four 
actuators to adjust height, backrest, 
leg rest and Trendelenburg positioning.

 bStandard handheld remote control  
and foot pedal include automatic  
reset function.

 bMagnetic back remote control easily 
attaches to the side of the chair.

 bABS coated steel frame gives           
the chair a smooth finish while 
protecting the inner components.

 bUpholstery is designed for medical 
use and is resistant to water, air and 
disinfectants.

 bAnatomic mattress is made of   
top-quality foam and includes a   
five-year warranty.

 bConstructed using latex-free,          
non-toxic and non-carcinogenic 
materials.

AVANTE

WARRANTY: 2 Years

COLOR OPTIONS

Chrome Black
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 bGeneral Medical

 bDermatology

 bPodiatry

 bPlastic, Cosmetic and

 bAesthetics, OB/GYN

 bENT/Otolaryngology

 bOral & Maxillofacial

 bDental

 bOrthodontics

 b I.V. Rod

 bCurtain-holder

 bMedical Arm-rest

 bArticulating Arm Support

 bJointed Thigh Support

 bHand-set Control

 bFixed Clamp

 bRotating Clamp

 bColposcope Support

 bNarrow Headrest

 bArticulating Knee Crutch

 bCastors

 b Instrument Tray

MULTI-SPECIALTY USEOPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
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